
Activate your inherent power and show 
off this summer. 

Schedule today!

Learn More!

Medical

Build & strengthen muscle

Safe & non-invasive

Increase endurance

Increase metabolism

Build toned arms & legs

Natural, long-lasting  
results 

Benefits:

Gym
Our medical gym helps you build healthy muscles 
this summer, giving you the strength and mobility to 
accomplish more this summer and in life. 

What is EMSCULPT?
Lay on the table, do nothing, grow stronger and feel confident in your body with over 20,000 
contractions per session. Do the best crunches of your life as the machine generates the 
contraction and the expansion of the muscle along with improving circulation to the muscle. 
Build your core with sessions for abs, glutes, & Quads. Support your core with sessions of 
biceps, triceps, and calves.



Ask About How To Power Up Your Results

Start Today - Join the Medical Gym

EMSCULPT Release 
with Slimsage

(Slimming Massage)

EMSCULPT Fat 
Burning with Nutrient 

Injections

EMSCULPT Energy 
NAD+ Infusion

Available in Grand Rapids and Lansing. Contact the office for more details and schedule a 
complimentary trial on the EMSCULPT.

Core & Floor 
PRP-V Fem Shot

P. 616.264.6556

Monthly medical gym membership. Monthly EMSCULPT session at 
competitive prices for our valued clients. 

Core Club

$3,000

$1,000 Purchase 3, Get the 4th session 
FREE. After this package, you are 
eligible for the Core Club. 

EMSCULPT PackageEMSCULPT
Single Session

$1,000

SAVINGS

Am I a Candidate?
Great for 18-80 year olds.

Do you have one or more areas that your body is struggling to improve or that you want to gain more 
power and capability. These areas can be difficult to address. Reclaim your confidence. You are NOT a 
candidate if you have a copper IUD, cochlear implants, metal heart valve, or a metal mesh.
Talk to us about joint replacement devices. Ask about how to power up your results…


